Cool Mobility Pty Ltd
Cool Mobility Pty Ltd is a company that has a mission to commercialise technology
designed and conceived by us, as well as others. We believe that products for use by the
disabled and boating/sailing community should have access to the best technology and be
attractive. Equipment should be attractive, as light as possible and utilising the most
advanced appropriate technology, to obtain optimum performance for the human
technology combination.
We are also selling equipment that we have found to be functional, well designed, and cool
looking in areas of disability equipment, wheelchair parts and boating/yachting gear. All of
these fields have premium prices and we aim to make this gear more accessible and
afordable.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY - TRADEMARKS
Our companies, Cool Mobility Pty Ltd, and Johanson Nominees Pty Ltd and Colin Johanson
own Australian Registered Trademarks of:
 COOL MOBILITY ®
 KANGAROO ®
 V-LOCK ®
 MEDICOOL ®
We reserve our rights to exclusive rights to these Trademarks in the Classes they are
registered and the descriptors we have been registered for. Please check that any use of
these names does not infringe our rights before using them in your advertisments or of
goods carrying these Trademarked words on them or their containers.
TRADEMARK LAW
Under Australian Trade Mark Law, we have the ability to force you to:
1. immediately to stop all use of the Infringing Mark in relation to Your Goods/Services;
2. immediately to stop all advertising and promotion of Your Goods/Services which
refers to or uses the Infringing Mark;
3. within 21 days to recall and rebrand or destroy all remaining stocks of Your Goods
which display the Infringing Mark;
4. within 21 days to provide me with details of your sales of Your Goods/Services and
pay to me [$$$$$$$] for the use of my trade mark to date [OR] pay me an amount
equivalent to the profits earned by you which are attributed to the use of the
Infringing Mark; or
There is an option of [only if we are prepared to allow others to use your mark in the future]
to enter into a commercial licence agreement or allocate use of a restricted part of our
Trademarks, for the use of my trade mark. That way you can legally have the right to trade
in these goods in Australia.
Please bear these severe penalties for infringement in mind, as it could destroy your
company.

